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Introduction:  Business plans for the commercial 

use of space are numerous, but only a handful have 
received meaningful investments – and fewer market 
validated. Without logical stepping stones of ascend-
ing difficulty – and commercial success – the busi-
nesses that may emerge from suborbital research will 
remain an untouchable prospect for all but the most 
risk-prone angel investors.  

Changing Risk Structure:  Commerce in any re-
gime is characterized by two types of risk to be miti-
gated: technical and market. If next generation subor-
bital activities reach a critical volume of frequent 
flights, the risk/reward ratio will reach an inflection 
point. With a growing set of underlying data, the fi-
nancial world can address suborbital endeavors as 
forecastable, investable opportunities – progressing 
from the buds planted by today’s small cadre of specu-
lators.  

Non-monetary returns on investment are realizable 
in the early phases of suborbital flight. The quick turn-
around, hands-dirty, low cost approach that will be 
enabled is likely to lead to novel experimentation, in-
creased risk-taking, and participation by industries 
formerly uninterested in the microgravity environment. 

 Analogous Ecosystems:  The struggle to identify 
probable business models has been preceded by the 
search for a useful analogy to the current state of the 
space enterprise. Whether it is best represented by the 
railroad systems, early airmail carriers, or the competi-
tion to decipher the east west position (longitude) of a 
ship at sea matters not. What each of these compari-
sons is actually looking for is a representation of an 
ecosystem with all the right parts to stimulate an indus-
try. That ecosystem has triggers necessary for each 
part of the value chain, including but not limited to: 
entrepreneurs, engineers, investors, service providers, 
users, customers, government stakeholders, and even 
celebrity advocates. 

Growth of the application space.  Next generation 
suborbital research opportunities are materializing as a 
result of anticipated tourist revenue. These two appli-
cations are examples of complementary activities that 
are likely to foster each other’s expansion. Operational 
experience will create a beneficial learning curve, thus 
reducing recurring costs. Tourists will be willing in 
many cases to act as scientists. New industrial players 
are more likely to perceive the benefits of a crystallog-
raphy experiment, for example, when innovation can 

be performed rapidly and cost effectively. The elon-
gated periods of microgravity that would become 
available through some suborbital scenarios will allow 
further inspection of largely abandoned microgravity 
manufacturing techniques like thin film deposition. 
Just as likely and important, certain areas will manifest 
different levels of success, as is the case already with 
electrophoresis, which showed promise during Interna-
tional Space Station (ISS) testing, but was eclipsed by 
investments in terrestrial techniques. A necessary 
pruning process will validate some winners and ex-
clude losers.  The application space will thus mature at 
a faster rate, with more data to support tangible direc-
tions for further funding. 

Shift to Service-Based Models:  NASA has been 
the main player – an overwhelming monopoly player – 
in this industry. But that is about to change with 
NASA looking to procure turnkey services from com-
mercial vendors as one of many clients. Government 
acquisition of complex systems from prime contractors 
still survives, but actions like the RFP for Commercial 
Resupply Service to the space station are a strong indi-
cator of changing tides. Another example is the Sabat-
ier water production system being deployed to ISS. 
This shift to service-based models portends an increas-
ing government role as guaranteed customer, which 
will greatly enhance the ability of business ventures to 
take market risks, provide insurance to investors, and 
promote entrepreneurship the way that early federal 
contracts supported the aviation industry.  

Conclusion:  Simple, reliable services competitive 
on cost, but dense with usefulness provided to multiple 
segments of buyers will alter the suborbital market. 
Next generation suborbital research is a logical step-
ping stone to a much larger pool of investment options 
in the nascent entrepreneurial space industry because it 
offers: (a) the flexibility to serve as a portal to an ex-
tremely wide array of microgravity research, even new 
ideas like “citizen science” using iPhones as research 
platforms, (b) the altered perception of access that ac-
companies low cost, quick answers, and frequent re-
peatability. With increased suborbital activities come 
reduced risk, and a broader investor base. 
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